
DetA pathin G=/V,E) is a sequence
-

ofnodes (n,, uz, ..., ux) Sit.

- Xie21,2, ...,k:4i=V

- Vie [1,2, ...,k:(ui,ui +1)

↳it is - ust ... Up--> UK

&does this definition allow repeated modes
in a path?

u,
=a

a+ b + c+ d uz
=b

i 43=

un =b

45=c

us
=d

atUV

ex(a,b,x,d) [1,2,3,4,5,63

Apathis simple ifall its nodes are unique.
The lengthofa pathis Hedges (1-1).
we say a pathtravases its edges.
The pathfromnode tomode v is
the pathofmin. Length,
The are dist(n,v) d(u,v) between
2,is the length oftheshortestpath.
Agraph is opted ifFu,VEVIpath



from a to V. shortest
d

between A, D:AD
ALD

-

T ACEED
path

notconnected:BZ toX

Det A cycle [u, ,U2, ..., Ux, 4, is cat
- al

of length I2 from us tous thatdoes
nottraverse thesame edge twich,

A cycle is simple ifits nodes are distinct.

Agrapeis acyclic ifitcontains no cycles.

&XGo-o-o acyclic
0_0
pay acyclic
↓

·It notacyclic



are acyclic

a+ b + c acyclic
* De
d
-

ata
d notacyclic

&
&How many cycles does have?

17 3 we consider (a, b, c7,

? ? (b,c,a),

<,a, b) equal

"rap,msEv"s"ge
or deg(v) =1.

--
3

-

If we give a proof by construction via
an algorithm that, given an acyclic
graph, finds a degree 8 or degree I mode.



alg:
Let

let;I be any
node in G

unile currentnode ushas rights:
let Miti:such a neighbor
i
=
i +1

⑧uz

return ui

FX yu returns us

I
Given an acyclic graph G, left be the
mode returned by thealgo
wis either deg(t) =0 or degH+)= 1.

Case 1:t =

Up - thendegs)
=0.

Case 2: t =Up, k51. We will show degHt)=1.
Sincetis lastin sequence (no, um, ..., ux7
thereis no edge from 5 toany unrisited mode.

IfJedge front toany node otherthan UK-1
itis in Euo, n, ..., UK-23.

-t

No-,-z-...uj...- Up-,-UK

S
Butthenduj, ..., Uk, 4;) is a cycle.



Sot has only one edge back
toup

deg(t) =1.


